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Abstract
This paper introduces CHRrp: Constraint Handling Rules with
user-definable rule priorities. CHRrp offers flexible execution con-
trol which is lacking in CHR. A formal operational semanticsfor
the extended language is given and is shown to be an instance of
the theoretical operational semantics of CHR. It is discussed how
the CHRrp semantics influences confluence results. A translation
scheme for CHRrp programs with static rule priorities into (regu-
lar) CHR is presented. The translation is proven correct andbench-
mark results are given. CHRrp is related to priority systems in other
constraint programming and rule based languages.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.1.6 [Programming Tech-
niques]: Logic Programming; D.3.2 [Programming Languages]:
Language Classifications—Constraint and Logic Languages;D.3.3
[Programming Languages]: Language Constructs and Features—
Control Structures

General Terms Languages

Keywords Constraint Handling Rules, Execution control, Rule
priorities

1. Introduction
Constraint Handling Rules (CHR) [13] is a rule based language,
originally designed for the implementation of constraint program-
ming systems, but also increasingly used as a general purpose
programming language [22, 28]. While language features such as
multi-headed rules, guards and multi-set semantics make CHR very
flexible as far as specifying the logic of a program is concerned,
flexible execution control is lacking. On the one hand, the theoret-
ical operational semantics (ωt) of CHR is highly non-deterministic
and allows for practically no execution control at all. On the other
hand there is the refined operational semantics (ωr) [10], used by
current CHR implementations, which fixes most of the execution
strategy, but which is low-level and procedural in nature. To change
the default execution strategy in implementations based ontheωr
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semantics, one has to use auxiliary constructs like flag constraints.
Such an approach is neither flexible nor efficient.

In this paper, we extend CHR with user-definable rule priorities.
This extension, called CHRrp, offers the flexible execution con-
trol needed for implementing highly efficient Constraint (Logic)
Programming systems. Moreover, it facilitates implementing rule-
based algorithms as these often require certain rules to be tried be-
fore others, either for efficiency reasons, or for correctness. Rule
priorities allow the programmer to write programs that are more
concise and efficient, but potentially not confluent under theωt se-
mantics. They support a high-level form of execution control that
is more declarative, flexible and comprehensible compared to the
control offered by the refined operational semantics. In CHRrp, all
execution control information is explicit in the rule priority anno-
tations, which causes a clear distinction between the logicand the
control aspect of a CHRrp program.

As an alternative to rule priorities, CHR could be extended by
other forms of execution control, most notably constraint priorities
and execution in phases. These alternatives are discussed in the
accompanying report [8]. In [31] it is shown that any algorithm
can be implemented in CHR preserving time and space complexity,
so neither rule priorities nor any other form of execution control
increases the computational power or improves the complexity of
CHR. Rule priorities however do improve the expressivity ofCHR
and make programs more concise and adaptable.

1.1 Overview

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
the syntax and semantics of CHR. In Section 3 motivation for,
and examples of CHRrp are given. The syntax and operational
semantics of CHRrp is formalized in Section 4. In that section,
we also discuss its theoretical properties. Then, in Section 5, it is
shown how CHRrp programs with only static rule priorities, can be
implemented as a source-to-source transformation to regular CHR,
based on the refined operational semantics. In Section 6, we prove
the correctness of our implementation, and investigate theruntime
and space overhead it introduces. An empirical evaluation follows
in Section 7 and Section 8 concludes.

2. Constraint Handling Rules
This section reviews the syntax and semantics of ConstraintHan-
dling Rules (CHR). For a more thorough introduction, see [13] or
[25].

2.1 Syntax and Declarative Semantics

A constraintc(t1, . . . , tn) is an atom of predicatec/n with ti a
host language value (e.g., a Herbrand term in Prolog) for1 ≤
i ≤ n. There are two types of constraints: built-in constraints and
CHR constraints (also called user-defined constraints). The CHR
constraints are solved by the CHR program whereas the built-in



1. Solve 〈{c} ⊎ G, S, B, T 〉n
ωt

P 〈G, S, c ∧ B, T 〉n wherec is a
built-in constraint.

2. Introduce 〈{c} ⊎ G, S, B, T 〉n
ωt

P 〈G, {c#n} ∪ S, B, T 〉n+1

wherec is a CHR constraint.

3. Apply 〈G, H1∪H2∪S, B, T 〉n
ωt
P 〈C⊎G, H1∪S, θ∧B, T ∪

{t}〉n whereP contains a (renamed apart) rule

r @ H′
1\H

′
2 ⇐⇒ g | C

and a matching substitutionθ such thatchr(H1) = θ(H′
1),

chr(H2) = θ(H′
2), D |= B → ∃̄B(θ ∧ g), and t =

〈id(H1), id(H2), r〉 /∈ T .

Table 1. Transitions ofωt

constraints are solved by an underlying constraint solver (e.g., the
Prolog unification algorithm).

There are three types of Constraint Handling Rules:simplifica-
tion rules, propagation rulesandsimpagation rules. They have the
following form:

Simplification r @ Hr ⇐⇒ g | B
Propagation r @ Hk =⇒ g | B
Simpagation r @ Hk \ Hr ⇐⇒ g | B

wherer is the rulename, Hk andHr are non-empty sequences
of CHR constraints and are called theheadsof the rule, the rule
guardg is a sequence of built-in constraints, and the rulebodyB is
a sequence of both CHR and built-in constraints. A programP is a
set of CHR rules.

Let vars(A) be the variables occurring inA, let ∃̄AF denote
∃X1, . . . , ∃XnF where{X1, . . . , Xn} = vars(F )\vars(A) and
let ∀AF denote∀Y1, . . . , ∀YnF where{Y1, . . . , Yn} = vars(A).
Let H = 〈Hk, Hr, g〉.1 A CHR programP forms a constraint
theory consisting of the constraint theory of the built-in constraint
solver in conjunction with one of the following formulas foreach
rule r in P (depending on its type):

Simplification ∀H(( g) → (Hr ↔ ∃̄HB))
Propagation ∀H((Hk∧ g) → ( ∃̄HB))
Simpagation ∀H((Hk∧ g) → (Hr ↔ ∃̄HB))

Operationally, CHR constraints have a multi-set semantics. To
distinguish between different occurrences of syntactically equal
constraints, CHR constraints are extended with a unique identi-
fier. An identified CHR constraint is denoted byc#i with c a
CHR constraint andi the identifier. We writechr(c#i) = c and
id(c#i) = i. An alternative declarative semantics for CHR based
on intuitionistic linear logic, that amongst others takes into account
this multi-set semantics, is given in [3].

2.2 The Theoretical Operational Semantics

The theoretical operational semantics of CHR, denotedωt, is given
in [10] as a state transition system. A CHR execution stateσ
is represented as a tuple〈G, S, B, T 〉n where G is the goal, a
multi-set of constraints that need to be solved;S is the CHR
constraint store, a set of identified CHR constraints;B is the built-
in constraint store, a conjunction of built-in constraints; T is the
propagation history, a set of tuples denoting the rule instances that
have already fired; andn is the next free identifier, used to identify
new CHR constraints. The transitions ofωt are shown in Table 1.

TheSolve transition solves a built-in constraint from the goal,
the Introduce transition inserts a new CHR constraint from the
goal into the CHR constraint store, and theApply transition fires

1 We assumeHk = ∅ (Hr = ∅) for simplification (propagation) rules.

a rule instance. A rule instanceθ(r) instantiates a rule with CHR
constraints matching the heads, using matching substitutionθ.

2.3 The Refined Operational Semantics

The refined operational semantics of CHR, denoted byωr, is in-
troduced in [10] as a formalization of the execution mechanism of
current CHR implementations. While its initial purpose wasde-
scriptive, it has become a normative description of how CHR im-
plementations should work. This is because many CHR programs
are written with theωr semantics in mind and often they do not
work correctly under theωt semantics (i.e., they are not confluent).
In Section 4, we present a more high-level alternative to theωr

semantics that still allows considerable execution control.
Theωr semantics is based on the concept of anactiveconstraint.

The active constraint is a CHR constraint that is used as a starting
point for finding fireable rule instances. To ensure that all fireable
rule instances are eventually tried, all new CHR constraints become
active after they are asserted. CHR constraints that have been active
before and whose variables are affected by a new built-in constraint,
are reactivated.

The active constraint tries rules in textual order until either it
finds a fireable rule instance or all rules have been tried. When a
rule instance fires, its body is processed from left to right.Every
new CHR constraint that is processed, is activated as soon asit
is inserted into the constraint store. Every new built-in constraint
is solved for, and all affected CHR constraints are activated one
by one before processing the next constraint in the body. If the
active constraint has not been removed, then after processing the
rule body, it searches for then next fireable rule instance. Other-
wise, processing resumes where it left before the constraint was
activated.

3. Motivation and Examples
In this section, we show the benefits of our proposed languageex-
tension for some typical problems and illustrate them by examples.
In these examples, we use CHR on top of Prolog, but the problems
apply to other host languages as well.

3.1 Constraint Propagators

Constraint solvers generally make use of constraint propagators
which filter out inconsistent values from the constraint variables’
domains. Efficient solvers use a priority system to make surethat
constraint propagators that are computationally cheaper or are ex-
pected to have a greater impact, are scheduled early [24, 30]. CHR
rules are often used as templates for constraint propagators which
are instantiated by actual constraints.

Example 1. We represent a binary constraintC between two
variablesX andY asc(C,X,Y ). The domainDX of a variable
X is represented asd(X,DX). The following rules implement two
constraint propagators:

ac1 @ c(C,X,Y), d(Y,DY) \ d(X,DX0) <=>
filter(DX0,[C],[Y-DY],DX1), DX0 \= DX1 |
d(X,DX1) pragma priority(1).

ac2 @ c(C,X,Y), d(X,DX) \ d(Y,DY0) <=>
filter(DY0,[C],[X-DX],DY1), DY0 \= DY1 |
d(Y,DY1) pragma priority(1).

pc1 @ c(C1,X,Y), c(C2,Y,Z), c(C3,X,Z),
d(Y,DY), d(Z,DZ) \ d(X,DX0) <=>

filter(DX0,[C1,C2,C3],[Y-DY,Z-DZ],DX1),
DX0 \= DX1 | d(X,DX1) pragma priority(2).

pc2 @ c(C1,X,Y), c(C2,Y,Z), c(C3,X,Z),
d(X,DX), d(Z,DZ) \ d(Y,DY0) <=>



filter(DY0,[C1,C2,C3],[X-DX,Z-DZ],DY1),
DY0 \= DY1 | d(Y,DY1) pragma priority(2).

pc3 @ c(C1,X,Y), c(C2,Y,Z), c(C3,X,Z),
d(X,DX), d(Y,DY) \ d(Z,DZ0) <=>

filter(DZ0,[C1,C2,C3],[X-DX,Y-DY],DZ1),
DZ0 \= DZ1 | d(Z,DZ1) pragma priority(2).

In this example, the rulesac1 andac2 implement arc consistency,
and rulespc1, pc2 andpc3 implement path consistency. Because
the latter is more costly, we assign it a lower priority. We use
the pragma2 priority/1 to indicate the rule priorities. Smaller
numbers denote higher priorities.

The consistencies are implemented by using thefilter/4 pred-
icate which filters out the inconsistent values in the domainof one
of the constraint variables, given the constraints in whichit appears
and the domains of the other variables involved.

At first sight it might appear that, given the textual order ofthe
rules, the refined operational semantics of CHR ensures thatthe arc
consistency rules are always tried before the path consistency rules.
The following situation shows that this is not always the case. Let
X be a variable whose domainDX0 has changed toDX1 by using one
of the arc consistency rules with as active constraint the domain
of some variableY. Assume thatX is arc consistent. The constraint
d(X,DX1) becomes active and the rulesac1 andac2 are tried, none
of which fires. At that moment, rulepc1 will be tried, while there
might still be a variable (e.g.,Y) that is not arc consistent yet. In
contrast, rule priorities ensure that these variables are made arc
consistent first.

3.2 Constraint Store Invariants

It is often desirable to impose certain representational invariants on
the constraints in the CHR constraint store. An example of such an
invariant is set semantics: no two syntactically equal constraints can
exist in the constraint store. These invariants may be violated when
asserting new constraints (both built-in and CHR) and we canuse
special purpose CHR rules for restoring them. Such rules should
fire before any rule that expects (a subset of) the invariants.

Example 2. Consider that we want to check whether two graphs,
G1 andG2 are equal. We do this by removing those edges that are
common to both graphs. If there are still edges after reaching a fixed
point, then the graphs are different. We represent the edgesof graph
G1 andG2 by the edge constraintse1/2 ande2/2 respectively. This
gives us the following program:

s1 @ e1(X,Y) \ e1(X,Y) <=> true pragma priority(1).
s2 @ e2(X,Y) \ e2(X,Y) <=> true pragma priority(1).

rc @ e1(X,Y), e2(X,Y) <=> true pragma priority(2).

Edges obey set semantics, as implemented by the ruless1 ands2.
The rulerc (removecommon) removes those edges that appear
both in graphG1 and in graphG2 Now consider the query:

?- e1(X,X), e2(X,Y), e2(Y,X), X = Y.

When executing this query using the refined operational semantics,
ignoring the rule priorities, theX = Y built-in constraint causes the
sequential activation of all three CHR constraints. If thee1/2 con-
straint is activated before any of thee2/2 constraints, then rulerc
fires before thes2 rule is tried, which results in a final constraint
store containing thee2(X,X) constraint which erroneously indi-
cates that the graphs are different.

We already mentioned in the introduction that rule priorities re-
quire that the highest priority rule for which a fireable ruleinstance

2 Pragmas are compiler directives. They instruct the compiler on how to
compile a program.

exists, fires. This is a global notion in that it does not matter which
constraints participate in the firing rule instance, and in particular,
there is no concept of an active constraint. So using rule priorities,
the set semantics rules will always be tried before the lowerpriority
rule rc and when the highest priority fireable rule instance is one
of priority 2 (or less), then there will be no two syntactically equal
e1/2 ore2/2 constraints.

The above examplecan be implemented correctly using the
refined semantics, but this leads to inefficient and unreadable code:

s1 @ e1(X,Y) \ e1(X,Y) <=> true.
s2 @ e2(X,Y) \ e2(X,Y) <=> true.
s3 @ e1(_,_), e1(X,Y) \ e1(X,Y) <=> true.
s4 @ e1(_,_), e2(X,Y) \ e2(X,Y) <=> true.
s5 @ e2(_,_), e1(X,Y) \ e1(X,Y) <=> true.
s6 @ e2(_,_), e2(X,Y) \ e2(X,Y) <=> true.

rc @ e1(X,Y), e2(X,Y) <=> true.

3.3 Dynamic Rule Priorities

Rule priorities are calleddynamicif they depend on (the arguments
of) the constraints that form a rule instance. Dynamic rule priorities
are only known at runtime and different instances of the samerule
may have a different priority.

Example 3 (Dijkstra’s Shortest Path). The program below im-
plements Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm using dynamicrule pri-
orities.

d1 @ source(V) ==> dist(V,0) pragma priority(1).
d2 @ dist(V,D1) \ dist(V,D2) <=>

D1 < D2 | true pragma priority(1).
d3 @ dist(V,D), e(V,C,U) ==>

dist(U,D+C) pragma priority(D+2).

Here, ane(V ,C,U) constraint represents an edge from nodeV to
nodeU with costC. A source/1 constraint fixes the source for the
(single-source) shortest path algorithm. The algorithm computes
dist/2 constraints representing the distance of the shortest path
from the source node to a given node. Ruled1 states that the
distance from the source node to itself is zero. Ruled2 removes
redundantdist/2 constraints. Finally, ruled3 “labels” the nodes
connected to the node that is closest to the source node and for
which this has not been done yet. The (dynamic) rule priority
ensures that there exists no node closer to the source node that has
not been considered for labeling.

Example 4 (Sudoku). The Sudoku solver from the CHR website
[27] keeps track of the number of possible values for each Sudoku
cell and chooses a value from the most constrained cell first.To do
so, the following code is used:

fillone(N), f(A,B,C,D,N,L) <=>
member(V,L), f(A,B,C,D,V), fillone(1).

fillone(N) <=> N < 9 | fillone(N+1).
fillone(_) <=> true.

Thef/6 constraints represent a Sudoku cell: the first 4 arguments
denote the position of the cell (which3× 3 block and which cell in
this block); the5th argument is the number of remaining possible
values for the cell; the6th argument is a list of these values. If a
cell has only one possible value, it is represented by af/5 constraint
where the first 4 arguments again denote the position of the cell and
the5th argument is the value of the cell.

Initially, the store contains the constraintfillone(1). The
argument of this constraint is increased until a match is found and
a rule fires. After the rule has fired, it is reset to 1. In CHRrp we
can get the same result using only one rule:



1.Solve 〈{c} ⊎ G, S, B, T 〉n
ωp

P 〈G, S, c ∧ B, T 〉n wherec is a
built-in constraint.

2. Introduce 〈{c} ⊎ G, S, B, T 〉n
ωp

P 〈G, {c#n} ∪ S, B, T 〉n+1

wherec is a CHR constraint.

3. Apply 〈∅, H1∪H2∪S, B, T 〉n
ωp

P 〈C, H1∪S, θ∧B, T ∪{t}〉n
whereP contains a rule of priorityp of the form

r @ H′
1\H

′
2 ⇐⇒ g | C pragma priority(p)

and a matching substitutionθ such thatchr(H1) = θ(H′
1),

chr(H2) = θ(H′
2), D |= B → ∃̄B(θ ∧ g) and t =

〈id(H1), id(H2), r〉 /∈ T . Furthermore, no rule of priorityp′ and
substitutionθ′ exists withθ′(p′) < θ(p) for which the above con-
ditions hold.

Table 2. Transitions ofωp

f(A,B,C,D,N,L) <=> member(V,L), f(A,B,C,D,V)
pragma priority(N).

4. CHRrp: CHR with Rule Priorities
CHRrp extends CHR with user-defined rule priorities. Hitherto,
CHR programmers were forced to either write confluent programs
that are correct under any execution strategy supported by the
theoretical operational semantics of CHR, or, to take into account
the low-level details of the refined operational semantics.While the
latter is useful from the CHR compiler developer’s perspective, it
does not offer the flexible execution control requested by the CHR
user. CHRrp forms a high-level alternative for execution control
that better suits the needs of CHR programmers. In this section, we
introduce the syntax and semantics of CHRrp and investigate its
theoretical properties.

4.1 Syntax

The syntax of CHRrp is compatible with the syntax of (regular)
CHR. A CHRrp simpagation rule looks as follows:

r @ Hk \ Hr ⇐⇒ g | B pragma priority(p)

where r, Hk, Hr, g and B are as defined in Section 2.1. The
rule priority p is an arithmetic expression for which holds that
vars(p) ⊆ (vars(Hk) ∪ vars(Hr)), i.e., all variables inp also
appear in the heads. A rule in whichvars(p) = ∅ is called astatic
priority rule: its priority is known at compile time and equal for all
rule instances. A rule in whichvars(p) 6= ∅ is called adynamic
priority rule: its priority is only known at runtime and different rule
instances of the same rule may fire at different priorities.

4.2 The Priority Semantics

We propose a formal operational semantics for CHRrp. It is called
the priority semantics and denoted byωp. It consists of a refinement
of the ωt semantics with a minimal amount of determinism in
order to support rule priorities. Theωp semantics uses the same
state representation as theωt semantics. Its transitions are shown
in Table 2.

Theωp semantics restricts the applicability of theApply transi-
tion with respect to theωt semantics. It is only applicable to states
with an empty goal and it fires a rule instance of priorityp in stateσ

only if there exists noωt Apply transitionσ
ωt

P σ′ that fires a rule
instance of a higher priority. TheSolveandIntroduce transitions
are unchanged.

4.3 Correspondence

In this subsection, we discuss the correspondence between theωp

semantics of CHRrp and theωt semantics of CHR. Every CHRrp

program is a CHR program if we ignore the priority annotations.
We show that everyωp derivation is also a derivation underωt

(Theorem 1). We then prove that theωp semantics respects rule pri-
orities (Theorem 2). Finally, for CHRrp programs in which all rule
priorities are equal, we show that everyωt derivation corresponds
to anωp derivation (Theorem 3).

Theorem 1. Every derivationD under ωp, is also a derivation
underωt. If a stateσ is a final state underωp, then it is also a final
state underωt.

Proof. The first part of the theorem holds becauseωp only adds
restrictions to the applicability ofωt transitions. For the second
part, suppose that stateσ is a final state underωp, but not under
ωt. The only transition applicable underωt must be theApply
transition, since theSolveand Introduce transitions are equal in
both semantics. This means that the goal must be empty.

From all Apply transitions that are applicable in stateσ under
ωt, we can choose the one that fires the highest priority rule in-
stance. It is clear that this transition is also applicable underωp,
which contradicts our assumption. This proves the second part of
the theorem.

Theorem 2. If an Apply transition is applied to a stateσ under
ωp, firing a rule instance of priorityp, there exists no derivation
underωt and starting inσ in which the firstApply transition fires
a higher priority rule instance.

Proof. Theωp Apply transition, applied on stateσ, fires the highest
priority rule instance that can fire given the current built-in store,
CHR store and propagation history. If there exists anωt derivation
D starting in σ in which the firstApply transition fires a rule
instance of a higher priority, thenD must contain aSolve or
Introduce transition that updates respectively the built-in store or
CHR store, and that makes the rule instance fireable. Since the ωp

Apply transition requires the goal to be empty, no such derivation
can exist.

For every stateσ = 〈G, S, B, T 〉n, there exists a derivation

σ
ωp


∗
P σ∗ where σ∗ = 〈∅, S ∪ S′, B ∧ B′, T 〉n+|S′| and

G = B′ ⊎ chr(S′), B′ is a multi-set of built-in constraints,S′

is a set of identified CHR constraints and|S′| is the number of
elements inS′. The derivation is formed by solving all built-in
constraints, and introducing all CHR constraints in the goal G. We
call stateσ∗ a normalizationof σ. There are|S′|! such normaliza-
tions, one for each order in which the CHR constraints of the goal
are introduced.

Theorem 3. For a given CHRrp program P in which all rule
priorities are equal, it holds that for every non-failing derivation

D underωt, if σ1

ωt

P σ2 ∈ D then for every normalizationσ∗
2 of

σ2, there exists a normalizationσ∗
1 of σ1 such thatσ∗

1

ωp


∗
P σ∗

2 . If a
stateσ is a final state underωt, it is also a final state underωp.

Proof. Given σ1

ωt

P σ2 ∈ D. We look at each of the three
possible transitions:

1. Solveσ1 = 〈{c} ⊎ G, S, B, T 〉n andσ2 = 〈G, S, c ∧ B, T 〉n.
Clearly all normalizations ofσ1 andσ2 are equal.

2. Introduce σ1 = 〈{c} ⊎ G, S, B, T 〉n andσ2 = 〈G, {c#n} ∪
S, B, T 〉n+1. All normalizations ofσ2 are also normalizations
of σ1.

3. Apply σ1 = 〈G, Hr ∪ S, B, T 〉n andσ2 = 〈C ⊎ G, S, θ ∧
B, T ′〉n. In any normalization ofσ1, the same rule instance
can fire because introducing CHR constraints to the store nor



solving built-in constraints from the goal can prevent a rule in-
stance from being fireable.3 So we have for every normaliza-

tion σ∗
1 of σ1 thatσ∗

1 = 〈∅, Hr ∪ S ∪ S′, B ∧ B′, T 〉n′

ωp

P

〈C, S ∪S′, θ∧B ∧B′, T ′〉n′ = σ′
2. It is easy to see that every

normalization ofσ2 corresponds to a normalization of such a
stateσ′

2 for some normalization ofσ1.

We conclude that for every transitionσ1

ωt

P σ2, there exists a

corresponding derivationσ∗
1

ωp

P σ∗
2 for every normalizationσ∗

2 of
σ2. The second part of the theorem follows from Theorem 1.

Theorem 3 implies that for CHRrp programs in which all rule prior-
ities are equal, every execution strategy underωt is consistent with
ωp, and so such programs can be executed using the refined opera-
tional semantics as implemented by current CHR implementations.
While such CHRrp programs are obviously degenerate, execution
under theωr semantics or slightly altered versions of it, is possi-
ble for a larger class of programs. This is illustrated in Section 5,
where we show how CHRrp programs with static rule priorities can
be executed in CHR implementations based on theωr semantics,
by using a straightforward source-to-source transformation.

4.4 Confluence

In [1], a criterion is given for deciding whether a (terminating) CHR
program is confluent under theωt semantics. Confluence is based
on the concept of joinability:

Definition 1 (Joinability). Two statesσ1 and σ2 are joinable

given programP and operational semanticsω if σ1
ω


∗
P σ∗

1 and

σ2
ω


∗
P σ∗

2 with σ∗
1 and σ∗

2 variants with respect to the common
variables ofσ1 andσ2.

Two execution states are variants with respect to a set of variables
V if they are identical modulo renaming of constraint identifiers,
and after projection of the built-in constraints on the variables inV
and removal of propagation history tuples involving removed CHR
constraints.

Definition 2 (Local Confluence). A CHR programP is locally
confluent under operational semanticsω if for all statesσ, σ1 and

σ2: if σ
ω
P σ1 andσ

ω
P σ2 thenσ1 andσ2 are joinable.

If P terminates then local confluence implies confluence.

Definition 3 (Confluence). A CHR programP is confluent under

operational semanticsω if for all statesσ, σ1 andσ2: if σ
ω


∗
P σ1

andσ
ω


∗
P σ2 thenσ1 andσ2 are joinable.

Underωt, local confluence can be proven by checking allcritical
pairs for joinability. A critical pair consists of twominimal states
σ1 and σ2 which follow from firing respectively rule instance
θ1(r1) and θ2(r2) in common ancestor stateσ such thatθ2(r2)
cannot fire inσ1 andθ1(r1) cannot fire inσ2. Clearly, underωp,
a critical pair only follows from firing rule instances with equal
priority.

If a rule instanceθ(r) is fireable in state〈G, S, B, T 〉n under
ωt, then it this is also the case in any (non-failed) “larger” state
〈G ⊎ G′, S ∪ S′, B ∪ B′, T \ T ′〉n′ . This result does not hold
underωp because adding CHR or built-in constraints to the store
or removing propagation history tuples, can cause ahigher priority
rule instance to become fireable. A similar problem was foundin
[9] for the refined operational semantics, although its exact cause
was not clearly identified.

3 We do not consider non-monotone guards like Prolog’svar/1. They are
not allowed in pure CHR.

Example 5. Consider the following example, adapted from [9] and
extended with rule priorities:

r1 @ p, q(_) <=> r pragma priority(1).
r2 @ q(_), q(_) \ r <=> true pragma priority(2).
r3 @ r \ q(_) <=> true pragma priority(3).
r4 @ r <=> true pragma priority(4).

A critical pair for ruler1 is

(〈{r}, {q(1)#1}, true, T1〉n, 〈{r}, {q(2)#2}, true, T2〉n)

with common ancestor state

〈∅, {q(1)#1, q(2)#2, p#3}, true, T 〉n

Both states further derive into〈∅, ∅, true, T ′〉n+1 and so it seems
that there is confluence. However, given the initial goal{p, q(1),
q(2), q(3)} we get the final stores{q(1), q(2)}, {q(2), q(3)} or
{q(1), q(3)}. The problem is that in a minimal state, ruler2 is not
applicable and rulesr3 andr4 can fire. In a larger state,r2 may
become applicable and cause rulesr3 andr4 to be not applicable
anymore.

Clearly, it is not sufficient to look at minimal states only. We can
limit the number of potential states by noting that in the ancestor
state of a critical pair, no higher priority rule instance could fire. A
practical confluence test is however outside the scope of this paper.

4.5 Examples

We illustrate the different behavior of theωp semantics and theωr

semantics on some small examples. The first example shows that
rule priorities are “stronger” than rule order under theωr semantics.

Example 6. Consider the following program:

r1 @ a ==> write(‘rule 1\n’), b pragma priority(1).
r2 @ a, b ==> write(‘rule 2\n’) pragma priority(2).
r3 @ a <=> write(‘rule 3\n’) pragma priority(3).
r4 @ a, b ==> write(‘rule 4\n’) pragma priority(4).

Using the refined operational semantics, the rule priority declara-
tions are ignored. For the initial goala, we get the following output:

ωr Semantics ωp Semantics
rule 1 rule 1
rule 2 rule 2
rule 4 rule 3
rule 3

In theωp semantics, constrainta is removed by ruler3 before rule
r4 is tried. This causes ruler4 to be not applicable anymore. There
is no rule ordering that can cause ruler3 to be fired after ruler2 but
before ruler4 in theωr semantics.

The following two examples illustrate the non-determinismin the
ωp semantics. Note that this non-determinism could be removedby
further refining theωp semantics (e.g., using rule order, recency,
etc. to resolve conflicts). However, we prefer to keep all thedeter-
minism users can rely on, explicit in the priority annotations.

Example 7. Consider the following program:

r1 @ a(X) ==> write(r1:X), nl pragma priority(1).
r2 @ a(X) ==> write(r2:X), nl pragma priority(2).

For the initial goala(1), a(2), we get the following output:

ωr Semantics ωp Semantics
r1:1 r1:1 r1:1 r1:2 r1:2
r2:1 r1:2 r1:2 r1:1 r1:1
r1:2 r2:1 r2:2 r2:1 r2:2
r2:2 r2:2 r2:1 r2:2 r2:1



Here the non-determinism is caused by the existence of different
rule instances for the same rule.

Example 8. Consider the following program:

r1 @ a ==> write(‘rule 1\n’) pragma priority(1).
r2 @ a ==> write(‘rule 2\n’) pragma priority(1).

In this example, rulesr1 and r2 have an equal priority. For the
initial goala, we get the following output:

ωr Semantics ωp Semantics
rule 1 rule 1 rule 2
rule 2 rule 2 rule 1

Here, the non-determinism is caused by the existence of different
rules with equal priority.

A final example compares theωp semantics with theωt seman-
tics and shows that CHRrp programs are not always monotonic.

Example 9. A form of negation by absence can be implemented
as follows:

r1 @ a \ no_a <=> fail pragma priority(1).
r2 @ no_a <=> true pragma priority(2).

Under theωt semantics, the goala, no a either fails or succeeds,
whereas under theωp semantics it must fail. The goala succeeds
under both semantics.

5. Translating CHRrp into CHR
In this section, we present a source-to-source transformation that
transforms a CHRrp program withstaticrule priorities into a CHR
program that is equivalent when executed under theωr semantics.4

We make use of Prolog as host language, but the transformation can
easily be adapted to work with other host languages. We also make
use of some compiler directives of the K.U.Leuven CHR system
[26] for reasons of efficiency and conciseness.5

The implementation proposed in this section depends on some
details of theωr semantics. Therefore, we briefly review its state
representation and transitions. More details can be found in [10].
An ωr execution state is a tuple〈A,S, B, T 〉n with S, B, T and
n as in theωt semantics andA the execution stack: a sequence of
built-in constraints and ((occurrenced) identified) CHR constraints.
An occurrenced identified CHR constraint is represented asc#i : j
and denotes the identified CHR constraintc#i which is considered
as active constraint in itsjth occurrence in the programP . The
transitions ofωr are shown in Table 3.

The proposed translation implements the following 4 changes
to the refined operational semantics to make it compatible with the
priority semantics:

1. A new CHR constraint is not activated when it is introducedto
the store by theActivate transition. Instead, it is scheduled for
activation at each priority for which it has an occurrence.

2. A CHR constraint that is reconsidered by theSolvetransition,
is not reactivated by theReactivate transition when it appears
on top of the execution stack. Instead, it is rescheduled for
activation at each priority for which it has an occurrence.

3. A constraint is activated at a given priority: thecurrentpriority.
It only tries rules of this priority.

4. After processing the initial goal (query) and at the end ofpro-
cessing a rule body, the highest priority scheduled constraint

4 Some of the non-determinism introduced by theωp semantics is however
lost by the translation.
5 These are thepragmaspassive/1, history/2 andno history/0. Their
semantics is explained further on.

1. Solve 〈[c | A], S0 ∪ S1, B, T 〉n
ωr

P 〈S1 ++ A, S0 ∪ S1, c ∧
B, T 〉n wherec is a built-in constraint andvars(S0) ⊆ fixed(B)
wherefixed(B) are the variables fixed byB.

2. Activate 〈[c | A], S, B, T 〉n
ωr
P 〈[c#n : 1 | A], {c#n} ∪

S, B, T 〉n+1 wherec is a CHR constraint.

3. Reactivate 〈[c#i | A], S, B, T 〉n
ωr
P 〈[c#i : 1 | A], S, B, T 〉n

wherec is a CHR constraint.

4. Drop 〈[c#i : j | A], S, B, T 〉n
ωr

P 〈A, S, B, T 〉n if CHR
constraintc has nojth occurrence inP .

5. Simplify 〈[c#i : j | A], {c#i} ∪ H1 ∪ H2 ∪ H3 ∪ S, B,

T 〉n
ωr

P 〈C ++ A, H1∪S, θ∧B, T 〉n where thejth occurrence
of c in a (renamed apart) rule inP is

r @ H′
1\H

′
2, dj , H′

3 ⇐⇒ g | C

and there exists a matching substitutionθ such thatc = θ(dj),
chr(H1) = θ(H′

1), chr(H2) = θ(H′
2), chr(H3) = θ(H′

3) and
D |= B → ∃̄B(θ ∧ g).

6. Propagate 〈[c#i : j | A], Hk ∪ H3 ∪ S, B, T 〉n
ωr
P 〈C ++

[c#i : j | A], Hk ∪ S, θ ∧ B, T ∪ {t}〉n whereHk = {c#i} ∪
H1 ∪ H2 and thejth occurrence ofc in a rule inP is

r @ H′
1, dj , H′

2\H
′
3 ⇐⇒ g | C

and there exists a matching substitutionθ such thatc = θ(dj),
chr(H1) = θ(H′

1), chr(H2) = θ(H′
2), chr(H3) = θ(H′

3),
D |= B → ∃̄B(θ ∧ g), andt = id(H1) ++ [i] ++ id(H2) ++
id(H3) ++ [r] /∈ T .

7. Default 〈[c#i : j | A], S, B, T 〉n
ωr

P 〈[c#i : j + 1 | A], S,
B, T 〉n if no other transition applies.

Table 3. Transitions ofωr

becomes active if its priority is higher than the current priority.
Otherwise, the current active constraint remains active.

We now show how each of these changes can be implemented as a
source-to-source transformation.

5.1 Extended Constraint Representation

For every CHR constraintc(X̄) of the original program, an ex-
tended CHR constraintc′(X̄, T ) is made whereT is a fresh Prolog
variable.T uniquely identifies a constraint and is used to trigger
(reactivate) this constraint on demand. We call it thetrigger vari-
able. The rules generating the extended constraint representations
have the following form:

c(X̄) <=> c′(X̄,_).

5.2 Representation of the Current Priority

The current priority is represented as apriority/1 constraint.
At all times, the CHR constraint store contains exactly one such
constraint. In the initial state, the constraint store contains the
constraintpriority(P⊥) with P⊥ lower than any rule priority
in the programP . The current priority is changed by asserting a
set priority/1 constraint which fires the following rule:

set_priority(P), priority(_) <=> priority(P).

5.3 Scheduling Constraints

A constraint c(X̄) (with extended representationc′(X̄, T )) is
scheduled by the following rule:

priority(P⊥)#Id, c′(X̄,T) ==> trigger(T) |
insert(P1,T), . . ., insert(Pn,T)
pragma passive(Id), no_history.



This rule can only fire if there is apriority(P⊥) constraint in
the store. This allows us to distinguish between “normal” activa-
tion (after introducing the CHR constraint) and reactivation (after
asserting a built-in constraint that affects the CHR constraint’s ar-
guments) on the one hand, and reactivation “on demand” on the
other.

The pragmapassive/1 states that the constraint referred to
by its argument (thepriority/1 constraint in this case) does not
try this rule, i.e., when a newpriority/1 constraint is asserted,
the rule is not considered. The pragmano history/0 states that
no propagation history is to be used for this rule, i.e., it can fire
multiple times using the same combination of CHR constraints.

Thetrigger(T) guard ensures that built-in constraints on trig-
ger variableT will reactivate the constraintc′(X̄,T) (see Section
5.5). Thetrigger/1 predicate equals true.

5.4 Rule Transformation

Every CHRrp rule

r @ c1(X̄1), . . ., ci−1(X̄i−1) \ ci(X̄i), . . ., cn(X̄n)
<=> guard | body pragma priority(P).

is transformed into a CHR rule

r @ priority(P)#Id 0,
c′1(X̄1,_)#Id1, . . ., c′i−1(X̄i−1,_)#Id i−1 \

c′i(X̄i,_)#Id i, . . ., c′n(X̄n,_)#Idn <=> guard |
set_priority(P⊥), body, set_priority(P),
check_activation pragma passive(Id 0),

history(r,[Id1,...,Idn]).

The rule only fires if apriority(P) constraint is in the store,
i.e., if the current priority equals the rule priority. In the body, the
current priority is first changed intoP⊥. Then the original body
is executed. All new CHR constraints, as well as those affected
by built-in constraints, are scheduled when they are (re-)activated
using the rules introduced in the Section 5.3. After the bodyhas
been processed, the current priority is changed back toP and it
is checked whether a higher priority rule should be tried using
check activation/0 (see the Section 5.6). The current priority
does not need to be changed if the body does not contain CHR con-
straints nor built-in constraints that might affect CHR constraints
already in the store. This is for example the case if the body equals
true. If the current priority already is the highest priority, itis not
needed to callcheck activation/0.

The pragmahistory(r,ids) states that the propagation his-
tory used by this rule consists of sequences formed by appending
namer to the identifiers of the constraints referred to byids. In
this case, the propagation history differs from the defaulthistory
in that the identifier of thepriority/1 constraint is not included.
If the original ruler is a simplification or simpagation rule, the
history/2 annotation is not needed.

5.5 Reactivation On Demand

On demand reactivation is somewhat tricky. Whenever a built-in
constraintc is solved, theSolve transition reactivates at most all
non-ground CHR constraints and at least one constraint fromeach
rule instance that has become fireable by solvingc. Given the
lower bound, it is not possible to reactivate a given CHR constraint
on demand an unbounded number of times using a finite number
of rules. This is because each reactivation fires at least onerule
instance in which the reactivated constraint participates. For single-
headed rules, this requires one rule for each reactivation.For multi-
headed rules, it is not guaranteed which constraint is reactivated.

On the other hand, every CHR implementation based on the re-
fined operational semantics implements theReactivate transition.
In the K.U.Leuven CHR system, we use

reactivate(T) :- ( get_attr(T,Mod,Attr) ->
Mod:attr_unify_hook(Attr,_) ; true ).

with Mod the name of the module of the CHR program.6 This sim-
ulates aSolvetransition in which the referenced constraint is reac-
tivated. In the K.U.Leuven JCHR system [32], on demand reactiva-
tion can be implemented using user-defined built-in constraints.

5.6 Checking the Schedule

The next two rules check whether the current priority should
change after firing a rule. The first rule fires if the highest prior-
ity scheduled constraint has a priority higher than the current pri-
ority. If so, it is removed from the schedule, the current priority is
changed, the constraint is activated, and then the priorityis changed
back to the previous current priority after which the process is re-
peated. The second rule fires if the current priority is higher or
equal to the priority of the highest priority scheduled constraint (if
any). In that case, the current active constraint remains active.

priority(P) \ check_activation <=>
find_min(MP,T), MP < P | delete_min(MP),
set_priority(MP), reactivate(T),
set_priority(P), check_activation.

check_activation <=> true.

Example 10. Consider the following program with initial goal
{a}:

r1 @ a ==> b,c pragma priority(4).
r2 @ b <=> d pragma priority(2).
r3 @ c <=> true pragma priority(3).
r4 @ d <=> true pragma priority(1).
r5 @ a <=> true pragma priority(4).

Figure 1 shows the resulting derivation. After processing the initial
goal, the first call tocheck activation/0 (activation callhence-
forth) activates constrainta at priority 4, which fires ruler1. This
rule schedules constraintsb andc. The activation call after firing
r1 wakes up constraintb (the current priority is then 2) which fires
ruler2. Constraintd is scheduled and activated after the activation
call following the firing ofr2. It fires ruler4. Because of its trivial
body (and its priority), no activation call is needed after process-
ing the rule body. The activation call following the activation of d
silently succeeds. The one following the activation ofb wakes up
c which fires ruler3. Again, because of the trivial rule body, no
activation call is needed after firing ruler3. The call following the
activation ofc also silently succeeds after whicha becomes ac-
tive again. Constrainta searches for the next fireable rule instance
which is an instance of ruler5. Finally, the activation call following
the activation ofa silently succeeds and the execution stops.

If after firing a rule, a higher priority constraint needs to be reac-
tivated, the execution stack stores the context of the current active
constraint so that it can proceed where it left after the reactivation.

5.7 The Initial Goal

Every initial CHRrp goalG is transformed into

?- priority(P⊥), G, check_activation.

First, the priority is set toP⊥. Then, the goal is processed and
its CHR constraints are scheduled. Finally, the highest priority
scheduled constraint is activated.

6 The trigger variable has an attribute containing the constraints in which it
is contained. If such an attribute does not exist, this meansthat the constraint
has already been removed.
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Figure 1. Activation Example

5.8 The Priority Queue

The priority queue module defines theinsert/2, find min/2 and
delete min/1 predicates.7 These predicates are implemented in
CHR by the following rules:

fm @ find_min(QPrio,QItem) <=> fm(1,QPrio,QItem).

fm_found @ insert(Prio,Item) \ fm(Prio,QPrio,QItem)
<=> QPrio = Prio, QItem = Item.

fm_next @ insert(_,_) \ fm(Prio,QPrio,QItem) <=>
fm(Prio + 1,QPrio,QItem).

fm_fail @ fm(_,_,_) <=> fail.

dm_found @ insert(P,_), delete_min(P) <=> true.
dm_fail @ delete_min(_) <=> fail.

The insert/2 constraints are merely inserted into the constraint
store. Rulefm transforms afind min/2 constraint into afm/3 con-
straint which has acurrent priority as first argument. This initiates
the search for the highest priority item by looking for itemswith
priority 1. If an item is found with priority equal to the current pri-
ority, this is the highest priority item and it is returned using rule
fm found. Otherwise, given that there are still items in the queue,
rulefm next decreases the current priority. If there are no items left
in the queue, rulefm fail causes failure. Ruledm found deletes
the first item with priority equal to the argument of adelete min/1
constraint. Ruledm fail fails when no such item exists.

In this implementation, inserting and deleting an item takecon-
stant time. Given that all priorities are between 1 andN , finding
the highest priority item takesO(N) time. For any given program,
N is constant.

5.9 Example

In this section, we show the complete transformation of an example
program. The program has no intended meaning, but illustrates
some of the variations in the translation of rules that depend on
the type of the rule (simplification, simpagation or propagation), its
body and its priority. The CHRrp program

r1 @ a(X), b(X) ==> b(X) pragma priority(1).
r2 @ b(X) \ b(X) <=> true pragma priority(2).
r3 @ a(X) <=> X > 0 | b(X) pragma priority(3).

is translated into

a(X) <=> a(X,_).
b(X) <=> b(X,_).

priority(4) #Id0, a(_,T) ==>
trigger(T) | insert(1,T), insert(3,T)

7 The delete min/1 predicate has the queue’s current highest priority as
argument to simplify the implementation.

pragma passive(Id0), no_history.
priority(4) #Id0, b(_,T) ==>

trigger(T) | insert(1,T), insert(2,T)
pragma passive(Id0), no_history.

trigger(_).

r1 @ priority(1) #Id0, a(X,_) #Id1, b(X,_) #Id2 ==>
set_priority(4), b(X), set_priority(1)
pragma passive(Id0), history(r1,[Id1,Id2]).

r2 @ priority(2) #Id0, b(X,_) \ b(X,_) <=>
true pragma passive(Id0).

r3 @ priority(3) #Id0, a(X,_) <=> X > 0 |
set_priority(4), b(X), set_priority(1),
check_activation pragma passive(Id0).

set_priority(P), priority(_) <=> priority(P).
set_priority(_) <=> fail.

priority(P) \ check_activation <=>
find_min(MP,T), MP < P | delete_min(MP),
set_priority(MP), reactivate(T),
set_priority(P), check_activation.

check_activation <=> true.

reactivate(T) :- ( get_attr(T,user,Attr) ->
attr_unify_hook(Attr,_) ; true ).

In the translation of ruler1 we do not check whether a constraint
is scheduled for activation at a higher priority because thecurrent
priority already is maximal. The body of ruler2 does not add any
built-in or CHR constraint and so we do not change the currentpri-
ority before and after processing its body, nor do we check for con-
straints scheduled at a higher priority. Because it is a simpagation
rule, no propagation history is needed. Ruler3 is a simplification
rule and so again no propagation history is needed.

6. Correspondence and Overhead
6.1 Correspondence

Consider the following abstraction function

α(〈A, S, B, T 〉n) = 〈G, S′, B, T 〉n

with

8

>

<

>

:

G ={c | c a built-in constraint∧ c ∈ A} ⊎

{c(X̄) | c′(X̄, ) ∈ A ∨ c(X̄) ∈ (A ⊎ chr(S))}

S′ ={c(X̄)#i | c′(X̄, )#i ∈ A}



The following theorem shows that our translation implements
the original program.8

Theorem 4. Given a stateσ of the translated programT (P )

then every derivationσ
ωr


∗
T (P ) σ′ corresponds to a derivation

α(σ)
ωp


∗
P α(σ′) and if σ is a final state ofT (P ) underωr then

α(σ) is a final state ofP underωp.

Proof. Theωr semantics implements theωt semantics. The trans-
lated programT (P ) restricts the applicability of the rules of the
original programP and does not change their result with respect
to the abstraction functionα. The extra rules introduced by the
translation have no effect with respect toα. Hence every derivation

σ
ωr


∗
T (P ) σ′ corresponds to a derivationα(σ)

ωt


∗
P α(σ′) (ignoring

the rule priorities).
Under ωp, a rule can only fire if the goal is empty. In the

translation, while processing the initial goal or a rule body, no
rule corresponding to an original program rule can fire because
the priority is set toP⊥. When the processing is done, all built-
in constraints have been solved, all CHR constraints are introduced
and all constraints of the formc(X̄) have been transformed into
constraints of the formc′(X̄, T ) and so the goal is abstracted to∅.

When a rule instanceθ(r) fires in the translation in stateσ,
no higher priority rule instance exists that can fire in the original
program in stateα(σ) underωp. If such a rule instance, sayθ′(r′),
would exist, there exists an event (assertion of a CHR constraint
or built-in constraint) that made the rule instance fireable. This
event must have activated at least one of the CHR constraints
that participate inθ′(r′). This constraint is then scheduled at the
priority of r′. If it is activated at this priority, thenθ′(r′) must
have fired before trying lower priority rules, and so (because of
the propagation history) it cannot fire again. This contradicts our
assumption. If the scheduled constraint is not activated, then it must
still be in the priority queue, and sinceθ(r) can only have fired after
a call tocheck activation shows that there is no higher priority
scheduled constraint, this also contradicts our assumption.

Using similar reasoning it can be shown that ifσ is a final state
in the translation underωr, thenα(σ) must also be a final state in
the original program underωp.

6.2 Overhead

In this subsection, we look at the overhead introduced by our
transformation. Obviously, the execution strategy influences the
complexity of a given program and so a general comparison of
the complexity before and after the transformation is not feasible.
Therefore, we make abstraction of the execution strategy followed
and only look at the overhead caused by the different changesour
transformation produces with respect to the original program. In
the rest of this section, we assume that rule priorities are between 1
andN for someN which is constant for each individual program.

6.2.1 Runtime Overhead

Scheduling and Activation The transformation breaks up theAc-
tivate andReactivatetransitions in a scheduling phase and an acti-
vation phase. Each constraint is scheduled at each priorityat which
it has occurrences, which takesO(N) time. Each scheduling op-
eration requires an insertion into the priority queue, which takes
constant time. The activation requires finding the constraint that
needs to be activated and causing aReactivatetransition. Because
the trigger variables uniquely identify constraints, boththese oper-
ations take constant time.

8 Note that only CHRrp programs with static rule priorities can be translated
using our scheme.

Trying Rules The active constraint considers all its occurrences
in the program. We distinguish between occurrences in ruleswhose
priority equals the current priority, and occurrences for which this
is not the case.

The cost of trying a rule with priority equal to the current
priority is equivalent to the cost of trying the original rule under
the refined operational semantics. This is because the transformed
rule only contains one extra head representing the current priority.
Because there always is exactly onepriority/1 constraint, it can
be found in constant time and it does not increase the number of
partial matches. Hence the cost of finding partner constraints for a
given rule is proportional to the cost in the original program given
the same active constraint and the same state (after applying the
abstraction function of Section 6.1).

The cost of trying a rule with priority different from the current
priority crucially depends on thejoin ordering used by the CHR
implementation. The join ordering is the order in which the active
constraint looks up its partner constraints. If thepriority/1 con-
straint is the first partner constraint, then since in any state, there
is exactly one such constraint, the cost of trying such a ruleis con-
stant. By adding a rule

priority(_) \ priority(_) <=> true.

the K.U.Leuven CHR system derives that thepriority/1 con-
straint can have at most one instance and takes this fact intoac-
count when generating a join ordering. Although there are noguar-
antees that thepriority/1 constraint is chosen as the first partner
constraint, in practice this is most often the case. Note that in an
optimized implementation of CHRrp, rules with incorrect priority
would not be considered at all, reducing the cost per rule fromO(1)
toO(0).

Checking the Schedule After each rule firing, the schedule is
checked to see whether a constraint is scheduled for activation at
a priority higher than the current one. This requires findingthe
highest priority scheduled constraint in the priority queue and com-
paring its priority with the current. If it is higher than thecurrent
priority, it is deleted from the priority queue, and the constraint is
activated. Finding the highest priority item takesO(N) time; the
other operations can be completed in constant time.

6.2.2 Space Overhead

In the transformation, every constraint is extended with a trigger
variable. Furthermore, we maintain a priority queue. This priority
queue contains at mostN elements for each constraint. The priority
queue requires space proportional to the number of elementsin it.
In total, the space overhead is linear in the size of the constraint
store.

6.2.3 Propagation History

The K.U.Leuven CHR compiler can detect that no propagation his-
tory is necessary for a rule, for example if it has only one active
constraint which can never be reactivated. This can cause a consid-
erable reduction in space usage. By adding an explicit reactivation
mechanism, the analyses conservatively apply no optimization, be-
cause the priority system obfuscates the execution strategy. If after
manual analysis of the code, it is found that a history is not neces-
sary, we can instruct the compiler not to use a history by using the
pragmano history.

7. Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we present the results of experiments evaluating
the runtime performance of our implementation. In Section 7.1
we apply the source transformation to execute the simple arcand
path consistency program presented in Section 3.1 and compare
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Figure 2. Constraint Propagation Runtimes

with execution under the refined operational semantics. In Section
7.2 we experiment with a partial order constraint solver. Finally,
Section 7.3 evaluates the constant time overhead generatedby
the scheduling mechanism. The experiments are performed ona
Pentium IV 2.8 GHz using SWI-Prolog 5.6.28. The runtimes do
not include time spent on garbage collection.

7.1 Constraint Propagators

We applied the arc and path consistency program from Section3.1
to the following constraints:a ≤ b, b ≤ c, c < a, d ≤ a, d ≤ b
andd ≤ c. All variables have as initial domain the interval[−n, n]
for given n. The constraints betweena, b and c are inconsistent
and this inconsistency can be found using arc consistency alone
usingO(n) iterations. The constraints involvingd have no impact.
However, when the domain ofd changes, the changed domain is
used as active constraint under the refined operational semantics.
After trying the arc consistency rules, it tries the considerably more
expensive path consistency rules.

Figure 2 shows a log-log plot of runtime versusn. The results
under the refined semantics are very variable. They depend onthe
order in which constraints appear in the goal. In a worst casesce-
nario (Refined 1) the domain constraint ofd becomes active in
every iteration and the total runtime isO(n4). By reordering some
of the constraints in the goal, this worst case scenario is avoided
(Refined 2). The best results are achieved by postponing the in-
sertion of the domain ofd until after arc consistency is enforced
on a, b and c (Refined 3). In the latter two cases, the complex-
ity is O(n3). The results of using our static priority translation
(Priority) are more or less independent of the order of the con-
straints in the goal. The scheduling overhead of our transformation
is proportional to the number of rule firings which isO(n). It is
visible in the left part of the plot ofPriority.

7.2 Less or Equal

The Less or Equal benchmark uses the following program:

leq(X,X) <=> true pragma priority(1).
leq(X,Y), leq(Y,X) <=> X = Y pragma priority(1).
leq(X,Y) \ leq(X,Y) <=> true pragma priority(1).
leq(X,Y), leq(Y,Z) ==> leq(X,Z) pragma priority(2).

and for givenn, the initial goal

G = {leq(X1,X2), . . . , leq(Xn−1, Xn), leq(Xn,X1)}
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It derives into a state in whichX1 = X2 = . . . = Xn−1 =
Xn. Figure 3 shows a log-log plot of the benchmark results. We
use two different setups to test our static priority implementation
and compare with the results under the refined operational se-
mantics (Refined). In a first benchmark (Priority 1), the subgoal
G \ {leq(Xn,X1)} is processed first and in a second phase the
constraintleq(Xn,X1) is added. The first phase behaves similar
as under the refined operational semantics. However, in the second
phase there is a difference.

The constraintleq(Xn,X1) fires the second rule (anti-sym-
metry) which causesX1 to be unified withXn. Let X be the
result of this unification. At that moment, all constraints in which
X appears, are activated in some undefined order. Amongst these
constraints is the constraintleq(X,X). If this constraint is not
activated first, it will be used as a partner constraint in thefinal rule
(transitivity) for each constraintleq(X,Xi) with 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
In the static priority implementation, the constraintleq(X,X)
becomes active at priority 1 before any constraint becomes active
at priority 2 and so this situation does not occur. The plot shows
that although it has worse constant factors, this setup scales better
than when using the refined operational semantics.

In a second test, we process the goal completely before trying
rules. In this case, because the implementation prefers more recent
constraints from those scheduled for activation, the priority 2 rule
fires onlyO(n) times and clearly, the benchmark scales better than
bothRefined andPriority 1.

7.3 Constant Factors

In this subsection, we measure the overhead that our implementa-
tion introduces in the form of constant factors. This overhead con-
sists of retrieving the current priority for each rule that is tried and
checking whether it is equal to the rule priority. If this is not the
case, the rule is skipped. When a rule fires, the current priority is
changed before and after processing the rule body, CHR constraints
introduced or awoken by the body are scheduled and it is checked
whether a constraint is scheduled at a higher priority than the cur-
rent priority at the end of the rule firing. We use the program below
with, for givenn, the initial query?- a(n).

a(X) <=> X > 0 | a(X-1) pragma priority(1).
a(0) <=> true pragma priority(1).

Let P be the above program,P ′ the program without priority an-
notations, andT (P ) the result of applying our translation scheme
of Section 5 toP .



Because of Theorem 3, every derivation ofP ′ under theωr se-
mantics corresponds to a derivation ofP under theωp semantics.
This allows evaluating the overhead introduced by our translation
from P to T (P ) with respect to the execution ofP ′ under theωr

semantics. Indeed, the execution strategy (in terms of constraint ac-
tivations and rule firings) is exactly the same in bothP ′ andT (P ).
Note that this program is a worst case scenario: the rules aresingle-
headed, so no time is spent looking for partner constraints,and
the only built-in constraint (X > 0) is cheap to check for impli-
cation. Moreover, the overhead generated by our source transfor-
mation is not compensated by any advantage that could otherwise
follow from a different execution strategy.

By using its late storageanalysis [18], the K.U.Leuven CHR
compiler detects that inP ′, the a/1 constraints only need to be
stored if none of the program rules apply. When applying this
analysis onT (P ), it is confused by the explicit execution control
mechanism and therefore it assumes that (the extended versions
of) the a/1 constraints always need to stored as soon as they are
asserted (which is in fact not the case). For a fair comparison, we
have turned off the storage analysis so that constraint storage is
equal in bothP ′ andT (P ).

We have measured the runtime relative to the execution ofP ′

under the refined operational semantics without the late storage
analysis. For theωp semantics, execution of the program result-
ing from usingT (P )9 is about14.3 times slower than execution
of P ′ under theωr semantics. A hand optimized version in which
we have used global variables instead of constraints to represent
the current priority, and optimized the scheduling and reactivation
mechanism, is still about4.25 times slower.10 The hand optimiza-
tions can easily be automated, though not at the level of the source-
to-source transformation. They give a first indication of what is
reachable in terms of efficiency when compiling CHRrp programs
directly into the host language.

8. Conclusions
We have extended the Constraint Handling Rules language with
user-defined rule priorities. The extended language, called CHRrp,
supports a high-level, flexible and declarative form of execution
control. It allows the programmer to write programs that aremore
concise, but perhaps not confluent under the theoretical operational
semanticsωt of CHR, while still offering a high-level and declara-
tive reading. The latter is in contrast with the low-level, procedural
nature of execution under the refined operational semanticsωr. In
CHRrp, all execution control information is in the priority anno-
tations, which causes a clear distinction between the logicand the
control aspect of a CHRrp program.

We have formalized the syntax and semantics of CHRrp and in-
vestigated its theoretical properties. We then proposed a source-to-
source transformation that allows CHRrp programs with onlystatic
rule priorities to be executed under theωr semantics. It is shown
that this transformation is correct and the runtime and space over-
head it creates are examined. Experimental evaluation has demon-
strated the advantage of static priorities over rule order under theωr

semantics and determined the magnitude of the runtime overhead
generated by the transformation.

9 Although all rules fire at the highest priority, we have included the calls to
check activation/0 in the translation.
10We do still check for higher priority scheduled constraintsat the end of
each rule body though.

8.1 Related Work

8.1.1 Rule Priorities

Rule priorities are found in many rule based languages. Production
rule systems like CLIPS [17], Jess [12] or JBoss Rules [23] use
rule priorities (salience) as part of conflict resolution. These prior-
ities are either integers, or a partial order between rules as in the
active database systemStarburst [34]. Most production rule sys-
tems use the RETE matching algorithm [11], which is an eager
matching algorithm that exhibits high memory requirements, but
allows an easy implementation of priority schemes. A lazy match-
ing algorithm called LEAPS [21] is used by a few production rule
systems, such as Venus [5] and JBoss Rules (in an experimental
stadium). This algorithm is similar to what is used by CHR imple-
mentations based on the refined operational semantics. It seems that
in these systems, priorities are only used relative to the active con-
straint (dominant object in LEAPS terminology), thus not allowing
“global” priorities like the ones presented in this paper.

Priorities have also been introduced in term rewriting systems
(“Priority Rewrite Systems” [2]). There, rule priorities are used to
resolve conflicts that lead to non-confluent behavior. More recently,
this idea has also been applied to term-graphs [6]. In [4] rule
priorities are used to choose between alternative answer sets in
answer set programming and in [16] priorities are used for a similar
purpose in the context of defeasible logic programming.

A bottom-up logic programming language with prioritized rules
is presented in [15]. The language supports dynamic priorities that
depend on the first head in the rule. It only computes those (partial)
matchings that have the current highest priority, but stores them in
a RETE-like fashion.

8.1.2 Priorities in C(L)P Systems

Many Constraint (Logic) Programming systems offer some form
of priorities (see [30]). The SICStus finite domain solver CLP(FD)
[7] uses two priority levels: the highest priority is reserved for con-
straint propagators implemented byindexicals. Specialized algo-
rithms implementing global constraints are scheduled at the lowest
priority.

ILOG CPLEX [19] uses priorities to select variables for branch-
ing during branch and bound optimization. ILOG Solver [20] ap-
pears to be using only onepropagation queuealthough its manual
suggests that constraints can be pushed onto aconstraint priority
queueat a given priority.

The ECLiPSe Constraint Logic Programming system [33] sup-
ports execution at 12 different priorities. A goalG is executed at
a given priorityP by usingcall_priority(G,P). The priority
system is shared by all constraint libraries, which allows aform of
global control over cooperating constraint solvers. The Extended
Constraint Handling Rules library (ech) of ECLiPSe uses the pri-
ority system to support a form of static constraint priorities.

The execution strategy followed byech is based on the concept
of an active constraint, as is the case under theωr semantics. If a
new CHR constraint is asserted in the body of a rule, it becomes
active if it has a higher priority than the current active constraint,
and otherwise it is scheduled for activation at its own (lower)
priority. If a built-in constraint wakes up a set of CHR constraints,
these are activated in priority order or scheduled for activation if
their priority is lower than that of the current active constraint. See
[8] for more details.

8.2 Future Work

A source-to-source transformation has the advantage that all anal-
yses and optimizations of the current CHR compilers can be ap-
plied to the transformed program. However, often the analyses are
too general to be able to detect opportunities for optimization of



programs resulting from the transformation. For example, the ob-
servation analysis of [29] which is used to detect whether ornot
a CHR constraint should be stored, cannot deal with the complex
reactivation policy implemented by the source transformation, and
therefore assumes the worst (i.e., all constraints are always observ-
able). A direct compilation of CHRrp programs clearly supports
more optimizations at the level of priorities.

We plan to investigate how our implementation based on lazy
matching can be extended towards dynamic rule priorities. So far,
we have scheduled each new or reactivated constraint at eachpri-
ority at which it has an occurrence. Clearly, in the case of dynamic
rule priorities this is not always feasible. A solution to this prob-
lem could be to store those partial matches that determine the rule
priority (in general there may be multiple subsets of the heads that
fully determine the priority). Whenever a constraint whoseargu-
ments do not appear in a dynamic priority formula is (re-)activated,
it is scheduled for each priority-determining partial match.

The implementation based on a scheduling system (in this case a
priority queue) for activating constraints and batch mode process-
ing of rule bodies, can be the basis for other forms of execution
control like execution in phases or probabilistic CHR [14].
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